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Day 1 
January 11 

 

Pray | Thank God that he never has hidden motives. 
 
WHEN IT COMES to performing self-assessments, we are optimistic 
liars at best and outright frauds otherwise. 
 
Deep down, every one of us knows the statement above is true, and yet 
so often we won’t admit it. The important thing is that God loves us 
anyway. Based on the parables he told, the people he helped, and the way 
he lived his short and public life here on Earth, Jesus cut straight to the 
underlying issues. He was drawn to, and primarily concerned for, those 
who could readily admit to the previous statement without adding any 
justifying reasons, excuses, or spin. The more the world sees failure, the 
more Jesus sees people ready who are ready to accept his love and 
salvation. Pretenders and posers need not apply. These people did not get 
Jesus’ parables message because they thought they were already right in 
God’s eyes. Thank God that he gives all of the foolish, deluded people 
his undeserved grace instead of merely giving us 
his pity. 
 

 

Read | Luke 10: 25-36 
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Reflect | Choose one or more of the following questions for reflection. 
 
Consider a moment the motives of the questioner of Jesus. The man is 
testing God, and yet when he gets an affirmation that his interpretation is 
correct, he goes in for extra points. His action only shows us that he 
totally did not understand the answer he had given at all. When you 
question God, are you looking to see if you are really getting it, or, are 
you publically seeking his validation? 
 
First off, there is the near-impossible task of loving God with our 
“everything,” problematic because we are motivated primarily by our 
own self-interests. Additionally, once the generic “neighbor” becomes a 
known quantity, the first command needs to be demonstrated by action 
toward that neighbor. How does the neighbor you choose to love reflect 
the condition of your current relationship with God? 
  
God didn’t come to die only for those who thought they already were 
seeking him. Jesus came instead to seek the lost and offer his gift of 
salvation to everyone. Ever consider broadening your definition of 
neighbor beyond the comfortable? Here are some suggestions to show 
people they’re loved by God: Thank the person cleaning office buildings 
and bathrooms, plowing snow while you sleep, taking your ungrateful 
customer service call, and so on. Then invest in them like they are the 
most important person in the world, because to God they are—and so are 
you! 
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Day 2 
January 12 

 

 

Pray | Thank God for his unexpected and undeserved mercies. 
 
UNEXPECTED HELP RECEIVED is far sweeter than the bitter 
disappointment of expected help that never arrives. 
 
Traffic cameras, cell phones, and AAA make it difficult to directly relate 
to the predicament of the traveler in Jesus’ parable. Imagine instead that 
you are driving, and zoning out, when your car slides off the road. An 
oak tree abruptly ends your off-road adventure. Daydream ends, 
nightmare begins. Through the pain, you realize no one knows where you 
are. You can’t reach your phone or remember the last car you saw. Hopes 
rise as a distant siren approaches and a sheriff roars past. Later, flashing 
lights announce a tow truck, but carrying two cars, it passes you by as 
well. Later, you come to in a hospital bed, and the nurse tells you a 
Muslim family brought you in and paid all your bills—all in spite of the 
ONLY JESUS SAVES bumper sticker on 
your car. 
 

 
Read | Luke 10:25-36 
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Reflect | Choose one or more of the following questions for reflection. 
 
The previous story was fictitious, but hopefully it got you thinking. Use 
the injured man in Jesus’ parable, or imagine yourself in the scenario just 
presented, noting that the hero of the story, the Samaritan, was himself a 
despised foreigner who would likely have expected and received the 
crossing to the other side of the road from any Jewish travelers he 
encountered. Think about some times when you have received 
unexpected aid in your time of need. What are some specific ways you 
can you “pay it forward” in Jesus’ name? 
 
Jesus pulls no punches, telling this parable where the expected bad 
person is actually the hero. All the “good” people look really selfish and 
far from doing the will of God in their choosing not to love not just their 
comfortable neighbors but likely their own countrymen as well. What 
about this parable makes you uncomfortable, and why do you think it 
does so? 
 
Twice in this parable, Jesus gives directions for the hearer to move 
beyond the correct answer and on to the correct action. In God’s 
economy, the choice remains yours. Do you walk away annoyed, feeling 
that God does not appreciate what you are doing already, or do you 
realize that you are not all that and need the change that only he can give? 
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Day 3 
January 13 

 

 

Pray | Ask God to help you value the things that are valuable to him. 
 
GOD IS NOT interested in your money, really! 
 
Okay . . . now relax. It is just not as important to him as it probably is to 
you. When analyzing Jesus’ life, it becomes obvious that he takes the 
model of the world and turns it inside out with almost everything he says 
and does. 
 
The world wants you to believe that the more money you have, the better 
off you are. God already knows that money is important to us, which 
would probably be why he talks about it so very often throughout the 
Bible. However, God also knows what the world doesn’t. There is 
something far more valuable and precious. This is found only in the 
hoped for, long-expected thing that is the person of Jesus himself. 
Remember, you can never purchase what you cannot afford, but his 
eternal gift of salvation is freely given if you ask. 
 

 

Read | Matthew 13:44 
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Reflect | Choose one or more of the following questions for reflection. 

 
In The Hobbit movies, the dragon Smaug’s treasure trove of gold and 
jewels is so immeasurable that it is piled up into vast mountains. In one 
scene the dwarf Thorin stands in the midst of these vast treasure halls, 
bemoaning that he will not be happy until he finds a single jewel, the 
Arkenstone. Not finding it has driven him mad. He is forsaking his 
kingly duties and even accuses his closest followers of taking it from him. 
Not to push the illustration too far, in some ways, perhaps with less 
madness, this is how we are to pursue the kingdom of heaven. Living in 
our no-saving-required, buy-now-pay-later society, do you feel that we 
can even relate to Thorin’s (or the man in the parables) intense desire for 
that most precious thing? 
 
What are some things that you feel would give you a level of joy to the 
extent that you would be willing to part with everything to attain them? 
 
The parable suggests that this treasure was hidden, and the man found it. 
Perhaps it is an indication that an active search, rather than mere chance, 
led to the discovery. How do you determine what things bring you joy, 
and are you searching them out or letting others choose them for you? 
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Day 4 
January 14 

 

 

Pray | Thank Jesus for giving up everything and asking so little in 
return. 

 
YOU ARE, AFTER ALL, only an expert in something until someone 
who has even more expertise in that thing comes along. 
 
Have you ever wondered about a young preteen Jesus in the temple with 
the leading religious minds of his time, educating them from his own 
experiences on the very Scriptures that were, in fact, written about him? 
What about the expert Nicodemus, secretly stealing away to get Jesus’ 
take on things? Read the next part of the parable to see how an expert 
merchant reacts to a pearl of great value. 
 

 

Read | Matthew 13:45-46 
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Reflect | Choose one or more of the following questions for reflection. 

 
Contrast the merchant with the man finding a treasure in a field. Both 
may have been seeking, but one was an expert while the other was 
merely smart enough to realize what he had found and act on it. Which of 
the following scenarios do you see, and why? 1) One man is crazy ,and 
one is sane; 2) They both seem totally sane; or 3) They are both crazy as 
can be. 
 
Different things for sure are important to different people. But even with 
that allowance in mind, what have you ever done that seemed completely 
sane to you but may have been received by friends, family, or coworkers 
like you were just a little short of being all there, especially as it relates 
to your faith? 
 
Disclaimer: This last one is not the quick and easy question for the day. 
Right at this very moment, if God were to show you a radical new 
direction for you to go with your life, would you be willing to go, even if 
it took selling everything to make it happen? 
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Day 5 
January 15 

 

 

Pray | Ask God to be able to see, hear, and comprehend what he tells 
you. 

 
SOMETIMES THE MESSAGE gets lost when it drowns in a sea of 
unnecessary words. Sometimes the message is crystal clear when it is 
delivered in a few concise words. Although Jesus said many things in 
many words, he also said very much in very few words as well: 
 

“Whoever is of God hears the words of God. The reason 
you do not hear them is that you are not of God.” (John 
8:47) 
 
“Father, Forgive them, for they know not what they do.” 
(Luke 23:34) 
 
“It is finished.” (John 19:30)  

 
Whatever you say, unless your actions back it up, you never will be more 
than a well-intentioned hypocrite. The uncreated, Creator God who 
designed you knows better than you how you work—period! 
 

 

Read | Matthew 6:21
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Reflect | Choose one or more of the following questions for reflection. 
 
Think about the things you would say that you treasure: time with family, 
children, your job, your friends, your spouse, hobbies, your relationship 
with God. Would someone who knew you well say that how you spend 
your time and money reflects the same things? What about someone on 
the outside looking in? 
 
We never can go back and make up for lost time, unspend money we’ve 
already spent, or take back words already spoken. How will a review of 
the condition of where your heart is lead to a change in direction, starting 
right now? 
 
If your heart is set on Jesus, you will not be able to do anything less than 
reflect his love in everything you do. If you feel that you have somehow 
lost this along the way or want to find out more, please find someone on 
the church staff or in your small group and ask them how to ask Jesus 
into your heart. If you sense that you need to make things right with God 
today, what are you waiting for? 
 
 
Unless indicated otherwise, all Scripture quotations are taken from the Holy Bible, 
English Standard Version® (ESV®), copyright © 2001 by Crossway Bibles, a publishing 
ministry of Good News Publishers. All rights reserved. 
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